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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new class of t-erasure
horizontal codes with independent parity symbols
based on Column-Hamiltonian Latin Squares (CHLS).
We call the codes PIHLatin (Parity Independent
Horizontal Latin) codes. We prove the necessary and
sufficient condition of the existence of PIHLatin codes
for t=2. For t≥3, we prove some necessary conditions
of the existence of PIHLatin codes. We also prove the
bijection between 2-erasure PIHLatin-like codes and
CHLSs and prove the mapping from t-erasure
PIHLatin-like codes to t-1 mutually orthogonal CHLSs
for t>2. The performance analysis shows that
PIHLatin codes are superior to other multi-erasure
array codes in flexibility and variety. Moreover,
PIHLatin codes are suitable for both traditional disk
arrays and distributed storage systems.
*

1. Introduction
In recent years, storage technology has changed
enormously since network technology was added into.
The forms of storage applications tend to vary [1], but
almost all of applications use erasure codes to provide
high reliability and performance. Moreover, capacity
of storage devices improves quickly, size of storage
systems becomes larger and larger, more and more
storage systems are constructed via network, and so on,
these factors are unfavorable to reliability, therefore
promoted multi-erasure-correcting codes. In this paper,
we develop a new class of multi-erasure-correcting
codes with high flexibility and good variety.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In
Section 2, we introduce previous works on storage
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erasure codes briefly. Knowledge on perfect onefactorizations and Latin squares is introduced in
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the design of
PIHLatin codes, and give some existence conclusions
and performance analysis. Finally, Section 5
summarizes this study.

2. Related works
An erasure codes is a scheme which encodes n data
disks onto m coding disks so that the entire system can
be recovered from any ≤t erasures. There are two
trivial but efficient schemes - mirroring and parity. But
unfortunately, for t, n, m > 1, there are no consensual
best coding schemes.
We can divide the known multi-erasure codes into
several categories. In a category by themselves are the
Reed-Solomon codes [2], which are the only known
MDS codes for arbitrary t, m and n. The main
drawback of RS codes is the requirement on finite field
arithmetic. Although optimized algorithms have been
developed [3], computational complex is still a serious
problem for software implementation.
Second are binary linear codes which are studied in
detail by Gibson et al [4]. Linear codes use only XOR
operations, multiple erasures resilience is ensured by
partitioning data symbols into some overlapped parity
groups. Bad redundancy is the inherent defect of linear
codes. Recently, researchers consider use LDPC codes
- essentially irregular linear codes in storage
applications [5, 6]. LDPC codes focus on “average
fault tolerance” instead of “threshold fault tolerance”,
this idea leads to good redundancy.
Another category is so-called array codes, which
arrange data units (data symbols) into a 2D array, and
organize stripes along several directions. EVENODD
[7] (and its generalization [8]) is the first MDS array
code, perhaps also the important one - almost all the
array codes developed since then can be regarded as

the varieties of EVENODD code and its generalization,
such as X-Code [9], RDP code [10], STAR code [11],
and so on. Certainly, they are distinguished at several
aspects: fault tolerance; parity directions; horizontal vs.
vertical - whether parities are stored separately; parity
independent or dependent - whether parity units
participate in other parity groups or not. Poor
flexibility is a common problem - not suitable for any
n and m, generally prime size is needed. Bad variety is
another problem - generally only one structure is
available for a given size.
B-CODE [12] is an interesting 2-erasure vertical
code which is based on perfect one-factorizations
(P1Fs) of complete graphs. Because “P1F numbers”
are far denser than prime numbers (graph theorists
conjecture that every complete graph with an even
number of vertices K2N has a P1F [13]) and a P1F
produces two B-CODE instances, B-CODE has good
flexibility. B-CODE also has good variety because of
good variety of P1Fs.
Most of above codes pursue (near) optimization on
all the metrics. But some metrics essentially conflict.
For example, MDS horizontal codes with independent
parity symbols inevitably have not optimal updating
complexity [8, 14]. And MDS array codes naturally
have large parity group size [14] which induces poor
performance in distributed storage systems. WEAVER
codes [17] are vertical codes with up to 50% storage
efficiency! But just the high redundancy brings about
small parity group size and good localization. The
construction of WEAVER codes is time consuming.
Aiming at the flexibility and variety weakness of
the known multi-erasure codes, we developed a new
class of EVENODD-like multi-erasure horizontal
codes based on Latin squares. These codes have good
flexibility and variety. The “standard codes” are MDS
codes which are suitable for traditional disk arrays, and
“shortening code” are non-MDS codes which are
suitable for distributed storage applications. With the
help of research results of Latin squares, the
construction of the codes needn’t mass computation.

3. P1Fs, Latin squares and erasure codes
Many researchers have mentioned using graphs to
represent linear codes [4, 15]. Simply, a 2-erasure
linear code can be described by a simple graph - let
vertices denote parity units and edges denote data units.
Then a 2-erasure array code can be regarded as a
partition of a graph, if it is considered as a data layout
of a 2-erasure linear code (multiple units (symbols) per
disk instead of one per disk). According to this idea,
we got the following theorem [15]:

Theorem 1. A data layout is 2-erasure iff the union of
any pair of subgraphs of its corresponding graph
partition doesn’t contain the following two types of
structures:
1) A path with its two endpoints. (In simple graph
representation, edges and vertices are separate
entities, thus containing an edge (a data unit)
doesn’t mean containing its two endpoints (two
parity units)). We call this kind of unrecoverable
erasures CPUS (Closed Parity Units Subsets).
2) A cycle. We call this kind of unrecoverable
erasures CDUS (Closed Data Units Subsets).
Figure 1 shows the simple graph representation of a
full-2 code, a data layout of it, a CPUS (corresponds to
disk 0 and disk1) and a CDUS (corresponds to disk 2,
disk 3). Almost all 2-erasure array codes can be
interpreted by Theorem 1. Based on this theorem, we
got some properties of optimal redundancy vertical
codes based on full2-codes [16], and found that BCODE conform to these properties. We also developed
a high flexible 2-erasure horizontal codes BG-HEDP
based on P1Fs of complete bipartite graphs [14].
We now introduce some basic concepts of P1F and
Latin squares [13, 18]. A factor of a graph G=(V, E) is
a spanning subgraph of G and a one-factor of G is a
one-regular spanning subgraph of G. A factorization of
G is a set of factors of G {F1, F2, …, Fk}, which are
pairwise edge disjoint - no two have a common edge whose union is G. A one-factorization of G is a
factorization of G consisting of only one-factors. If for
any distinct pair Fi, Fj of factors, Fi∪Fj induces a
Hamiltonian cycle, the 1-factorization is called perfect
1-factorization.
For k ≤ n, a k*n Latin rectangle is a k*n matrix of
entries chosen from some set of symbols of cardinality
n (generally Ζn={1, 2, …, n} is used), so that no
symbol is duplicated within any row or any column.
We use L(k, n) for the set of k*n Latin rectangles.
Elements of L(n, n) are called Latin squares of order n.
The symbol in row r, column c of a Latin rectangle R
is denoted by Rrc. A Latin square of order n can be
described by a set of n2 triples of the form (row,
column, symbol). For each Latin square there are six
conjugate squares (itself, transpose, row inverse and
their three compositions). Two squares are isotopic if
one can be obtained from the other by rearranging the
rows, rearranging the columns and renaming the
symbols. The set of all squares isotopic to a given
square forms an isotopy class. The closure of an
isotopy class under conjugacy yields a main class.
Each row r of a Latin rectangle R is the image of
some permutation σr of Ζn, namely Rri=σr(i). Moreover,
each pair of rows (r; s) defines a permutation by
σr,s=σrσs-1. Naturally σr,s=σs,r-1. σr,s describes a shuttle
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Figure 1. Data layout and graph representation

between row r and row s which begins from any Rsc,
then go to Rrc and then go to Rsc’=Rrc, repeats this
process until go back to Rsc. If σr,s consists of a single
cycle for each pair of rows (r, s) in a Latin square L,
we say L is row-hamiltonian. Similar concepts can be
defined in terms of column and symbol. In this paper,
we concern column-hamiltonian Latin squares, CHLS
for short. Figure 2 shows a CHLS of order 5, and σ2,3
of it. Obviously, it is a Cayley Table of order 5 - C5.
Combinatorics theorists found that there is a close
relationship between Latin squares and P1Fs [13] there is a CHLS of order n iff Kn.n has a P1F; if Kn+1
has a P1F, then so does Kn,n. The converse of the
second result is not true, thus erasure codes based on
P1Fs of Kn,n perhaps have better variety than codes
based on P1Fs of Kn+1 (B-CODE vs. BG-HEDP).
Given a CHLS L of order n, we can simply transform it
into a P1F of Kn,n = (U, V, E): first, let U={<0, i> |
1≤i≤n} and V={<1, i> | 1≤i≤n}; second, add edge
(<0, i>, <1, k>) to the jth factor of the P1F, for all
(i, j, k ) ∈ L . Apparently, the reverse method can
transform a P1F of Kn,n into a CHLS of order n.

4. Construction of horizontal Latin codes
with independent parity symbols
4.1. Constructions of 2-erasure horizontal
Latin Codes with independent parity symbols
Given a CHLS L of order n, we can construct an
EVENODD-like 2-erasure horizontal code with n+2
disks:
1) Delete one row of L, then L becomes a (n-1)*n
Latin rectangle R.
2) Construct the jth data column (data disk) of the
code through column j of R, and construct the ith
data unit of the jth disk via symbol (i, j, k) of R.
3) Let the ith row of R and the ith unit of the first
check disk compose the ith “horizontal parity
group”.
4) Let the data units which correspond to symbol “i”
and the ith unit of the second check disk compose
the ith “symbol parity group”.
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Figure 2. A CHLS of order 5

Obviously, symbol parity disk is one unit higher
than other disks. We may, of course, eliminate this
unbalance like EVENODD does. But the unbalanced
structure is not a disaster. Storage space can be used
sufficiently by repeating the code (period) in a round
robin fashion. On the other hand, unbalance leads to
better updating complexity. Formula 1 shows the
encoding equation:
n

p i ,1 = ⊕ d i , j

1 ≤ i ≤ n −1

(1)

j =1

pi , 2 =

⊕

( j , k ,i )∈L

d j ,k

1≤ i ≤ n

where pi,1 and pi,2 denote the ith horizontal parity
unit and the ith symbol parity unit respectively, and di,j
denotes the ith unit of the jth data disk. Figure 3 shows
a horizontal Latin code instance. We use PIHLatinp,tn,h
to denote the set of t-erasure horizontal Latin codes
which are with independent parity symbols, based on
CHLSs of order p, and have n (n≤p) data disks and h
(h≤p-1) data units per data disk.
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Figure 3. A PIHLatin5,2
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Theorem 2. The codes that belong to PIHLatinn,2n,n-1
are 2-erasure codes.
Proof: Suppose that C is an element of PIHLatinn,2n,n-1
and it’s based on a CHLS L. Suppose that F={F1,
F2, …, Fn} is the P1F of Kn,n=(U, V, E) converted from
L, and Fi corresponds to the ith column of L for 1≤i≤n.
Thus, the ith data column of C is constructed by
deleting the edge (<0, n>, <1, Ln,i)>) from Fi, and each
data unit corresponds to one remaining edge. The ith
horizontal parity unit corresponds to the vertex <0, i>
and the ith symbol parity unit corresponds to the vertex
<1, i>. Now we prove that any pair of disks contains
no CPUS and CDUS.
1) Two check disks. The pair contains only vertices,
so no CPUS or CDUS.

5,4

Figure 4. The parity check matrix of the PIHLatin5,2

2)

One data disk and one check disk. The pair
contains n-1 nonadjacent edges, each with just
one endpoint. If the check disk is symbol parity
disk, the union also contains an isolated vertex.
However, no CPUS or CDUS.
3) Data disk i and j. The union contains all the edges
that belong to Fi∪Fj \ {(<0, n>, <1, Ln,i)>),
(<0, n>, <1, Ln,j>)}. Because Fi∪Fj induces a
Hamiltonian cycle of Kn,n, the union compose a
path of length 2n - 2 of Kn-1,n - neither a CPUS
nor a CDUS.
Apparently, PIHLatinn,2n,n-1 is equivalent to
BG-HEDP, but the construction via CHLS is more
intuitive, especially for t > 2.
Each binary linear code can be described via a
m*(n+m) parity check matrix, H = [P | I ], where I is a
m*m matrix, and P is a m*n matrix [4]. Each column
of P represents a data disk, each column of I represents
a check disk and each row of H represents a parity
group. H(i, j)=1 means that the ith parity group
includes the disk j, and 0 means excluding. It is well
known that any parity check matrix H of a t-erasure
linear code, has two equivalent properties [4]: (1) H
will allow any t’ erasures to be corrected and (2) any
set of t’ columns selected from H will be linearly
independent considered as vectors over GF[2]. Note
that a set of t’ binary vectors is linearly independent
over GF[2] iff the vector sum, modulo 2, of those
columns, or any nonempty subset of those columns, is
not equal to the zero vector.
The parity check matrix H of a PIHLatinp,tn,h code is
slightly different. It’s a (p*t-1)*(n*h+p*t-1) matrix,
and each column represents not a disk, but a unit. We
can divide H into n+t horizontal zones D1-Dn+t and t
vertical zones P1-Pt which correspond to n+t disks and
t check disks respectively. We use cij denotes the
corresponding column of the ith unit of disk j. Figure 4
shows the parity check matrix of the PIHLatin code
showed in Figure 3. The necessary and sufficient
condition of t fault tolerance also needs to be modified
as “any t horizontal zones are linearly independent”.

showed in Figure 3

n,n-1

based on Cn is obviously equivalent
PIHLatinn,2
to EVENODD when n is prime. Namely, EVENODD
is a special case of PIHLatinn,2n,n-1. In fact, we have the
following conclusion.
Theorem 3. There is a bijection between PIHLatinlike (EVENODD-like) horizontal codes and CHLSs.
Proof: Theorem 2 shows the mapping from CHLSs to
PIHLatin codes, so now we only need to prove the
reverse mapping.
First, any pair of parities on the same disk can’t
share data units. Otherwise, the pair of parity units and
one of their common data units compose a CPUS.
Second, any pair of data units on the same disk
can’t participate in the same parity group. Otherwise,
WLOG, suppose that dij and dkj participate in the ath
parity group of the first check disk and the bth and cth
parity groups of the second check disk respectively.
Then di,j, dk,j, pb,2 and pc,2 compose a CPUS, whereas
they come from two disks! So we can convert the first
check disk into “horizontal parity disk” by rearranging
the data units on each data disk. We call the second
check disk “symbol parity disk”.
Third, any pair of data units at the same row can’t
belong to the same symbol parity group. Otherwise,
the two data units participate in two same parity groups
(one horizontal and one symbol), then they can’t be
recovered if lose.
Thus, if we use a triple of form (row, disk, symbol
parity) to represent each data unit, then the code can be
represented by (n-1)*n triples which can compose a
Latin rectangle R. We can transform R into a Latin
square L by adding Lnj=Zn-{Rij | 1≤i≤n-1} for 1≤j≤n.
We can transform R into a factorization F’of Kn-1,n
using the method described in section 2. Because the
code is 2-erasure, any pair of one-factors of F’ induces
just a path with length 2n-2 of Kn-1,n. It is easy to see
that F’ become a P1F F of Kn,n when the edge (<0, n>,
<1, Zn-{Rij | 1≤i≤n-1}>) is added to the jth factor for
1≤j≤n. And it is easy to see that L is the corresponding
Latin square of F, thus L is a CHLS.
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Figure 5. A CHLS and a PIHLatin5,3

Proof of theorem 2 and theorem 3 is for unbalanced
structure, proof for EVENODD-like balanced structure
is similar. Theorem 3 tells us that, CHLSs cover all
EVENODD-like 2-erasure horizontal codes. Therefore,
following combinatorics theorists, maybe we can
comprehend this kind of codes completely!

4.2. Constructions of t-erasure horizontal Latin
Codes with independent parity symbols for t>2
We generalized construction method of 2-erasure
PIHLatin codes to t-erasure cases for t>2. Extra t-2
CHLSs are used, and the ith (2≤i≤t-1) CHLS
designates the parity groups on i+1th check disk.
Figure 5 shows a 3-erasure PIHLatin code. What kind
of CHLSs can produce t-erasure PIHLatin codes?
Lemma 4. Any pair of data units of a PIHLatinn,tn,n-1
participates at most one common parity group.
Proof: WLOG, suppose that there is a pair of data
units di,j, di’,j’ of a PIHLatinn,tn,n-1 C participates two
common parity groups pn+1,k and pn+2,k’.
So s=ci,j+ci’,j’ contains no 1s in P1 and P2, thus there
are at most t-2 non-zero zones in P3-Pt and each zone
has exactly two 1s. So we can select at most (t-2)
columns from Dn+3-Dn+t so that the sum of them and s
is a zero vector, while they come from at most t disks.
Thus C is not 2-erasure code, conflict!
Based on Lemma 4, we got the following theorems.
Theorem 5. If a PIHLatinn,tn,n-1 code C is constructed
via a Latin squares set S={L1, …, Lt-1}, then any pair of
elements of S is an orthogonal pair, namely, S is a set
of MOLS (Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares).
Proof: Two Latin squares L and L’ of the same order
are orthogonal if Lab=Lcd and L’ab=L’cd, implies a=c
and b=d [19]. A set of Latin squares L’1, …, L’m is
mutually orthogonal, if for every 1≤i<j≤m, L’i and L’j
are orthogonal.
Suppose there is a pair of CHLSs Li and Lj (1≤i<j≤t1) are not orthogonal. Then, there exist four integers
1≤a, b, c, d≤n, (Li)ab=(Li)cd and (Lj)ab=(Lj)cd. Thus, the
two units da,b and dc,d of C participate in at least two
common symbol parity groups - (Li)ab and (Lj)ab.
According to Lemma 4, C is not t-erasure, conflict!
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Theorem 6. If a PIHLatinn,tn,n-1 code C is constructed
via a Latin square set S={L1, …, Lt-1}, then each subset
S’ of S of cardinality m (1≤m≤t-1) constructs a
PIHLatinn,m+1n,n-1.
Proof: We use reduction to absurdity. WLOG,
suppose that the code C’ constructed via S’={L1, …,
Lm} (1≤m≤t-1) is not m+1-erasure. Then we can select
a column subset COL’ of parity matrix H’, so that the
sum of its elements is a zero vector and its elements
come from at most m+1 horizontal zones (disks).
Let H denotes the parity check matrix of C, then it
is a vertical extension of H’. Let’s consider COL - a
column subset of H and the corresponding vertical
extension of COL’. Apparently, the sum of its elements
has at most t-(m+1) non-zero zones. Then we can
select some columns from zones Dn+m+2,,…, Dn+t, so
that the sum of them and COL is a zero vector, while
these columns come from at most t disks.
Although the existence of multi-erasure HLatin
codes is not solved completely like 2-erasure HLatin
codes, we still got a theorem similar to theorem 3.
Theorem 7. Given a PIHLatinn,tn,n-1-like (EVENODD
generalization like) t-erasure code C, we can construct
t-1 mutually orthogonal CHLSs of order n.
Proof: First, any pair of parities that belong to the
same check disk can’t share data units. Otherwise, a
shared data unit and all its parity units come from at
most t disks, and they can’t be recovered if lose.
Second, any pair of data units on the same disk
can’t participate in the same parity group. Otherwise,
the pair of data units and all their unshared parity units
comes from at most t disks, and the sum of columns
which correspond to them is a zero vector. So we can
transform the first check disk into horizontal parity
disk.
We define t-1 (n-1)*n arrays as:

Rl = {(i,j,k ) | d ij participates the k th parity units
(2)
on check disk l, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,1 ≤ j ≤ n}
for 2≤l≤t.
Then Rl are all Latin rectangles. First, suppose that
two triples (i, j, k) and (i, j’, k) belong to Rl
simultaneously. This means that di,j and di,j’ participate
the ith horizontal parity and the kth parity of check
disk l - conflict with lemma 4! Therefore Rl has no
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Figure 6. A CHLS and a PIHLatin5,3
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Figure 7. Two LSs of order 9 which can produce a 3-erasure code

duplicated symbols within any row. Second, no
symbol is duplicated within any column of Rl because
any pair of data units on the same disk can’t participate
in the same parity group. Thus Rl are all Latin
rectangles.
Then, Latin squares Ll can be constructed by adding
a row to each Rl. According to theorem 2 and theorem
3, if Ll is not a CHLS, then the code based on it is not
2-erasure code. This conflicts with theorem 6. Thus Ll
are all CHLSs.
Finally, according to theorem 5, the set {L2, …, Lt}
is a set of mutually orthogonal CHLSs of order n.
We only got these necessary conditions of existence
of PIHLatinn,tn,n-1 for t>2 up to now. But for some
special cases, the sufficient condition can be concluded
easily. For example, PIHLatinn,3n,n-1 codes based on Cn
and its column reverse are just STAR codes when n is
prime, so they are 3-erasure. PIHLatinn,tn,n-1 codes
based on Cn and its t-2 column-shift transformations
are equivalent to EVENODD-generalization, so the
existence conclusions of the latter [8] hold for these
PIHLatin codes too. Another way to study sufficient
condition of PIHLatin codes is enumerating all code
instances and checking their fault tolerance. We
developed a sparse matrix based algorithm which is
much faster than the plain algorithm. Unfortunately, it
still too slow when t=3 and n>30. But we still got some
valuable results. For example, mutually orthogonal
CHLSs is not a sufficient condition - because there are
2 mutually orthogonal CHLSs of order 7 induce a non
3-erasure code. In addition, Wanless has found all 35
non-isotopic pairs of MOLS of order 9 in which both
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squares are CHLSs [20]. We tested them and found
that none of them can produce 3-erasure code. Because
PIHLatin codes constructed via isotopic CHLSs have
the same fault tolerance, we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 8. PIHLatin9, t9, 8 doesn’t exist for t≥3.

4.3. Extending construction method
We can extend the construction method mentioned
above to improve flexibility or decrease group size (to
improve performance in distributed systems).
In order to improve flexibility, there is a general
method - deleting some data disks of a PIHLatin code.
Apparently, the shortened code is still a t-erasure code.
This “horizontal shortening” method can be used to
solve storage system extension efficiently. Initially, we
can construct a horizontal shortened PIHLatin code
instead of a “standard” one. When new devices are
added, we just regard the disk insertion as reenter of
some deleted disks. And new devices are zeroed
simply to avoid parity recalculating. Certainly, the
upper bound of the system size is fixed.
“Vertical shortening” - deleting some data unit rows
of a standard PIHLatin code but reserving all parity
units, can shrink parity groups. Apparently, shortened
codes are irregular. We can produce more regular
structures by “splitting” check disks. This method has
another important function - constructing PIHLatin
codes via non-hamiltonian Latin squares. It is easy to
see from the proof of theorem 1 why we construct
PIHLatin codes via Hamiltonian Latin squares. What

we really need is the single cycle of any pair of
columns. We break the cycles by deleting one row, and
obtain paths which lead to needed fault tolerance. So
we can achieve the same object via non-hamiltonian
Latin squares by deleting more rows. Figure 6 shows
an example, C6 is not a HLS, but we can construct a
PIHLatin6,26,3 by deleting last 3 rows of C6. Figure 7
shows two LSs of order 9 which can produce a 3erasure code by deleting last 3 rows of them.
Apparently, this method improves flexibility and
variety greatly!

4.4. Performance Analysis
Gibson et al present 5 metrics for erasure codes [4]:
reliability, check disk overhead, update penalty, group
size and extensibility. We compare the performance of
PIHLatin and other array codes at these aspects.
EVENODD and RDP are MDS codes, they achieve
optimal check disk overhead t / n , where n is the
number of data disks and t is hamming fault tolerance.
While the check disk overhead of PIHLatin is
(tn-1) /( n 2 + tn − n − 1) , which is very close to the
optimal value, especially for large n and t.
PIHLatin codes are superior to other horizontal
codes in update penalty. PIHLatin codes achieve
optimal update penalty - t, whether “symbol-unit
implementation” or “column-unit implementation” is
used. But other horizontal codes, such as EVENODD
and RDP, must implement each column instead of each
symbol as a stripe unit in order to achieve optimal
update penalty. Obviously, the former is much flexible.
Per word XORs need to be done during encodes a
PIHLatinn,2n,n-1 code is 2 − 1 / n − 1 /( n − 1) which is less
than EVENODD’s 2 − 1 /( n − 1) and greater than
RDP’s 2 − 2 / n . For t > 2, the per word encoding cost
of PIHLatinn,tn,n-1 is t + 1 − 1 / n − t /( n − 1) which is the
best one in those of all know t-erasure horizontal codes.
The decoding performance is similar.
The performance of standard PIHLatin codes is
comparable to EVENODD and RDP. The performance
of vertically shortened PIHLatin codes is comparable
to WEAVER codes. For example, deleting 2 rows of
the PIHLatin5,25,4 showed in figure 3, we get a
PIHLatin5,25,2, and the average group size decreases
from 5.4 to 3.86 which may benefit the performance of
distributed storage applications. The reliability is also
improved - PIHLatin5,25,2 can recover many 3 erasures.
Vertical shortening can also produce PIHLatin codes
between EVENODD/RDP and WEAVER codes which
have moderate check disk overhead and distributed

performance. Namely, PIHLatin codes cover the whole
performance spectrum.
The main advantage of PIHLatin is its good
flexibility. 2-erasure PIHLatin codes are suitable for all
positive odd integers less than 50 and many other
positive odd integers. For t>2, the flexibility of terasure PIHLatin codes is not lower than that of
EVENODD-generalization. Certainly, EVENODD and
RDP can achieve good flexibility via horizontal
shortening. But this “extended flexibility” will
decrease performance. For example, standard RDP has
better per word encoding cost than standard PIHLatin
essentially. But for 25 data disks, because 26 is not a
prime, we must construct a RDP code with 28 data
disks, and then delete 3 data disks. But we can
construct a standard PIHLatin25,225,24 which has 25 data
disks. It is easy to calculate that the per word encoding
cost of the shortened RDP code is 1.924286, and that
of PIHLatin25,225,24 is 1.918333. The difference is
0.005953 which seems trivial. But for a 10TB disk
array, the real gap is 59.53G XORs! This example
shows the significance of “native flexibility”.
Another advantage of PIHLatin is good variety.
Given a system size, most coding schemes produce a
unique code structure. WEAVER codes may have
several structures for a given size, but their
construction need mass computation. However, for a
given size, generally there are many CHLSs, thus
many PIHLatin codes. For example, there are 37 main
classes of CHLSs of order 9. If we use nonhamiltonian Latin squares to construct PIHLatin codes,
the variety will be improved further. For example,
there are 19,270,853,541 main classes of LS of order 9!
Moreover, as the size increases, the variety will
increase sharply.

5. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we have presented PIHLatin codes, a
new class of t-erasure parity independent horizontal
codes based on column-hamiltonian Latin squares. We
have proven that there is a 2-erasure PIHLatin code iff
there is a CHLS. For multi-erasure case, we have
proven some necessary conditions of the existence of
PIHLatin codes. We also proved the bijection between
2-erasure PIHLatin-like codes and CHLSs and proved
the mapping from t-erasure PIHLatin-like codes to t-1
mutually orthogonal CHLSs for t≥3. These results
indicate that CHLSs cover PIHLatin-like codes, so this
kind of codes can be thoroughly studied by studying
CHLSs. The analysis shows that Latin codes are
superior to other array codes in flexibility and variety.

Moreover, Latin codes are suitable for both traditional
disk arrays and distributed storage systems.
In the future, we hope to find the algebraic
representation of multi-erasure PIHLatin codes. This is
the key to study the sufficient condition of the
existence of multi-erasure PIHLatin codes. We also
plan to go on studying this problem by algorithmic
means. Another research direction is to study
performance optimizing by the good variety of
PIHLatin codes. Code extension algorithm and
reconstruction algorithm are also important problems
which need to be studied further.
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